OBJECTIVE
Part – A

Roll No. ____________

Time: 15 Mins
Marks 10

Note: This Part is compulsory. It should be attempted on question paper and returned to the supervisory staff after the prescribed time. Cutting, overwriting and use of lead pencil is not allowed. Supervisory staff is required to attach it with the answer book.

Q-1. Choose the correct answer and encircle it.

1. Teaching aids are assistance for
   a) Instructor        b) Trainee
   c) Instructor and Trainee d) People
2. The prepare chalk board is divided into
   a) 2 step            b) 4 step
   c) 3 step            d) 5 step
3. The cognitive domain belong to
   a) Feeling           b) Skill
   c) Knowledge         d) Behavior
4. The most important part in the teaching learning process is
   a) Assessment        b) Skill
   c) Attitude          d) Knowledge
5. Teaching aid can be divided in to
   a) 2 group           b) 5group
   c) 3group            d) 4group
6. Learning by doing under the supervision of instructor is called
   a) Presentation      b) Application
   c) Test              d) Preparation
7. Positive change in the behavior after training is
   a) Instructor        b) Trainee
   c) Instructor Trainee d) All of these
8. What is the first step of learning?
   a) Information       b) Application
   c) Motivation        d) Test
9. A wall chart needs
   a) Electric power    b) Slide projector
   c) Day light         d) None of them
10. Skill can be tested through the
    a) Oral test        b) Written test
    c) Practical        d) Written & oral test

======================================================
SUBJECTIVE PART – B

Q. 1 Write the short answer to any Twelve (12) from the following questions. 12 x 2 = 24

1. Define learning domain?
2. Tell the two advantage of wall chart?
3. What is the purpose of final examination?
4. Write the characteristics of a good question?
5. Tell the way to assess learning process?
6. Define teaching aid?
7. What is meant by motivation?
8. Why the teaching aid cannot replace the instructor?
9. Write the kind of writing board lay-out?
10. Write down the two possibilities to activate the trainee when using a model?
11. Describe teaching and learning?
12. Define learning domain?
13. Write the name of human being senses in order to priority?
14. Tell the name of some teaching method?
15. Describe two advantages of using question method?
16. What are question techniques?
17. Write down the characteristics of objectives?
18. Why is it necessary to discuss the result during course?

SECTION- II

Note: Attempt any two (2) questions. 8x2=16

Q. 2 Write the important rules relating to question techniques?
Q. 3 Explain the reason to make a wall chart?
Q. 4 Explain the planning for writing chalk board layout?
The students will present the assignments / coursework done during the whole academic year regarding preparation of lesson plan or other activities / achievements relating to teaching learning activities before the examiner.

Division of Marks:

Lesson plan / other related assignment: 24
Presentation: 68

==============================================================